




From: Rebecca Bundy
To: Participate
Cc: Matthew Mead; Brenda Moczygemba; Tim Carter; Spencer Cordovano; Neil Morrow; Suzanne Frick; Neil

Bradshaw
Subject: Ketchum Planning and Zoning Commission Meeting 2/15/22
Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2022 9:01:31 AM

Please consider my comments regarding the February 15 agenda concerning a proposed emergency
ordinance and code changes pertaining to density and housing.
 
First, I am in general support of attempts to increase residential density, limit home sizes and require
no net lose of housing in the community.  We desperately need more housing, and smaller, denser
housing better utilizes existing infrastructure, resources and has lighter impact on our environment.
 
I am concerned, however, that the proposed solutions may not result in more middle income or
affordable housing.  What can be done to ensure that the housing is affordable and available to local
workers?  Will the result simply be more expensive, vacant vacation condominiums?
 
I strongly oppose adding a CUP requirement to review a project’s mix of uses.  That adds another
expensive and highly subjective process, when it seems that the real problem is that there is a
perception that the uses allowed by the zoning code are not a good fit to real needs.  Increased
development costs/time just get translated into higher rents/sales prices.  I recommend making a
code change, if that’s what’s needed, so the process can remain as straightforward and objective as
possible.
 
I do not understand why the proposed CUP requirement would apply only to projects exceeding an
FAR of 1.  Aren’t the smaller projects not exceeding FAR 1 just as likely to possibly contain few and
large units?  They are definitely not utilizing the property, associated infrastructure and resources as
efficiently as a larger project.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
 
Rebecca F. Bundy,  Architect, PLLC
AIA  NCARB  AICP 
www.rfbundydesign.com   
208-720-1832
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From: H Boyle
To: Participate
Subject: Public Comment 2/15 P&Z Special Meeting Item 7 “Mountain Overlay”
Date: Monday, February 14, 2022 12:24:20 PM

It is puzzling as to why the Staff is asking the Commission for guidance on this issue.  A standard exists.  The City’s
intent in creating the standard was clear.  The staff has the power to enforce the standard.  Nothing has changed.  
Why doesn’t the staff just say “no” to the proposed development?

Is this because the person who bought the parcel is ”well-connected?”  Is is because she owns the Middle Fork
Lodge?  Is it because she lives in Greenwich CT? 

Take a look at the renderings on page 36—-two stories of floor to ceiling glass walls looking down from 100’ above
Ketchum. 

I urge the commission to stick to the current rules and apply them equally to everyone.

It is particularly puzzling given the staff recommendations in Item 8 on the agenda.

Perry Boyle
Ketchum
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From: H Boyle
To: Participate
Subject: Public Comment on 2/15 P&Z Special Meeting Item 6 “231 Sun Valley Rd”
Date: Monday, February 14, 2022 11:48:47 AM

Whenever you have a non-conforming lot that wants something from the City and there is no legal requirement for
the CIty to give it, is there an opportunity to get something in return? 

For example, if Mr. McIntosh wants to subdivide this building in the commercial core, can you require a deed
restriction to keep him from renting it out for under 6mo? 

Just a thought.

Perry Boyle
Ketchum
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From: H Boyle
To: Participate
Cc: gfoley@mtexpress.com; Mark Dee; Carissa Connelly
Subject: Public Comment P&Z meeting 2/15/22 Item 8 on Community Core
Date: Monday, February 14, 2022 1:04:47 PM

I urge the Commission to take no action on the Staff Memo. 

The CIty Council has hired Carissa Connelly to lead a Housing Task Force and create a housing strategy for the
City.  I urge the Commission not to let the Staff supersede her efforts, and to wait until she comes back with her
plan.  That plan will have broad input from the Community.  This Staff memo only represents the views of the the
Staff, not the community. 

With that plan in hand, then the Commission can represent the community better in making this kind of a decision. 

I reiterate my previous comments that the Staff does not seem to understand that they work for you, not the other
way around. 

To justify their position, the Staff makes assertions contrary to fact.  For example, they state that in the CC zone,
multiple units have not been replaced with fewer units.  That is just not true.  Indeed the trend is the opposite.  You
just have to look at what is under construction to see that they are jut making up their “facts.”  Or that disaster they
pushed call Ketch.  There are more housing units in the CC today than there were 4 years ago.  And more of them
are tiny with no parking.

We all know the Mayor and the Staff want more density of low-income housing in the CC.  And maybe that’s what
the community wants, too.  But shouldn’t we let the process play out before we disempower our housing czar?

The vibrancy argument is just….nonsensical?  Specious?  Replacing commercial and retail businesses in the
community core with low-income residential, while reducing the availability of parking, is not a well-considered
pathway to “vibrancy.”  Stuffing the community core with people who make less than $39k a year in taxpayer
subsidized massive sole purpose apartment complexes with no requirement to work (and insufficient parking) with a
justification of “vibrancy” defies logic.  Vibrancy comes from a critical mass of commercial/retail that attract people
to that core who have the means to spend money in those restaurants and shops. 

What is going on with the Staff?  What are they trying to achieve? 

Perry Boyle
Ketchum
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